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Board of Trustees Meets
On October 27, 1966, the Board of Trustees of Monroe Community
College, met in President Good's office for their monthly meeting.
Doctor Stabins, Chairman, called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m.
Committees were announced as such:
COMMITTEES
PERMANENT SITE

Vincent S. Jones, Chairman
E. Kent Damon
Michael J. Crino, M.D.
Carl S. Hallauer
Alfred M. Hallenbeck

FINANCIAL

E. Kent Damon, Chairman
Marion B. Folsom
James W. Gray
Carl S. Hallauer

PERSONAL

SCHOLARSHIP

Mrs. James T. Young, Chairman
Marion B. Folsom
Alfred M. Hallenbeck

Michael J. Crino, M.D., Chairman
James W. Gray

CURRICULUM

Marion B. Folsom, Chairman
Thomas H. Miller, Chairman, Curriculum Advisory Committee
Following a series of resolutions, a report was given on the
Scholarship Fund for Monroe Community College and was as follows :

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE REPORT
Contributions received during month:
Theta Upsilon Sorority
$ 75.00 General Fund
Gerber Baby Foods, Inc.
200.00
Xerox Corporation
4000.00
"
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel D. Goldman In
Memory of Mrs. Gikas Criticos
7.50
"
Total S4282.50
In memory of Howard M. Woods:
"
Kathleen G. Weston
Elmer B. Milliman
"
Grace L. Murray
"
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel D. Goldman
Board of Trustees—Genesee Co.
"
Community College
"
Central Trust Company
1000.00
Mrs. James M. Weil
Mr. & Mrs. E. Kent Damon
Mr. & Mrs. Carl S. Hallauer
"
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel J. Stabins
" Dr. & Mrs. LeRoy V. Good
"
Total $1195.50
In memory of James M. Weil:
"
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel J. Stabins
Dr. & Mrs. LeRoy V. Good
"
Total $25.00
In memory of James Paul Brennan:
M. Adelaide Brennan
"
Miss Martha J. Holihan
Mrs. Rosemary Frumusa and
Miss Kathleen Croce
Miss Grace L. Murray
"
Total $30.00
Kathleen G. Weston
GRAND TOTAL $5533.00
It was announced that Alfred M. Hallenbeck will fill the vacancy
on the Board left by the death of former Board member, Howard M.
Woods.
Doctor Alice Rines of Columbia University addressed the Board
concerning the nursing program at MCC and the lack of nurses and
nursing teachers on the local and national level. A report was given
on the grades of the State Boards taken by MCC nursing students
last year.
Doctor Stabins commented on the fine Leadership Conference
which was held by Monroe Community College students, and complimented all those who attended. He said that he felt a good deal
was accomplished by the leaders of the school who donated their
time and efforts to spend a day attending conferences and exchanging
ideas for the betterment of Monroe Community College. Doctor
Stabins continued by extending his congratulations to those students
who attended.
Before closing the meeting, it was noted that the meeting had
been taped on television. Mr. Gene Edwards of the Audio-Visual Department of MCC had recorded the activities and played the proceeding back on television. Mr. Edwards said that this method of using
the television has been in use in different areas of the school to help
students who were trying to express themselves in their various endeavors and by the use of faculty. The close-circuited television had
been used extensively in the music, speech and recreation departments.
It was noted that the next regularly scheduled meeting of the
Board of Trustees will be held on November 17 due to Thanksgiving.
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Mrs. Wesfon, Assistant to President
Good, Receives Distinction

"Long Day's
Journey into Night"
At Theatre East

At the recent meeting of the State University of New
York Public Relations Council held at the Maritime College
at Fort Schuyler, Bronx, New York, Mrs. Kathleen G.
Weston, Administrative Assistant to the President at Monroe Community College, was elected Secretary of the group.
Other officers include: Marvin Behr, Broome Technical
Community College, President; Robert Hesse, State University College at Fredonia, Vice-president; Rod Cochran,
State University College of Forestry at Syracuse, Treasurer.
The directors are: Donald Garrant, Thomas North, Westley
Rowland, H. David VanDyck, Nancy Slane, Charles Lang
and Charles Albert.

Rochester's professional repertory Theatre East will open its inaugural season with "Long Day's
Journey Into Night" by Eugene
O'Neill, Nov. 10, at 8:30 p.m.,
on the Monroe County Fairgrounds, E. Henrietta and Calkins Roads.
Admittedly
autobiographical,
the play explores the tragic circumstances of the youth of one
of the greatest playwrights
A m e r i c a n theatre has ever
known. The plot concerns a day
in the life of an ill-starred family. It is a day in which tensions,
grudges and neglected affections
come to light, and each family
member makes his long voyage
into the black depths of night.
At the end of torment is understanding and calm; the family
is still together.
Making their Theatre East de
buts are five members of the
resident company, all of whom
have had extensive experience
on other stages. They are: Fred
Miller as James Tyrone, Sr.,
Robert Blackburn as Jomes Tyrone and Martha Miller as Catfr
leen. The production is under the
direction of Miss Dorothy Chernuck.
Performances at Theatre East
are every evening except Monday, open matinees on Wednesdays and special student matinees on Thursdays. "Long Day's
Journey Into Night" will run
through Nov. 26, to be followed
by "Life with Father," Dec. 1.
Season subscriptions and individual show tickets may be purchased at the theatre box office
For reservations and information, call ED 4-9500. Theatre East
is a non-profit project of Rochester Performing Arts Foundation, Inc.

The DOCTRINE would like to extend its congratulations to Mr. Weston. We are sure that the office of secretary
has been filled by an extremely capable person.

Faculty Forum: "Rochester's Revelations"
On October 28, Mrs. Ruth Forsyth, a member of the MCC Sociology Department, addressed a mixed group of faculty members
and students on different phases of Rochester life.
Mrs. Forsyth noted that Rochester had been considered a fair previously lived in Rochester
were an incentive to friends who
place to live and a dull place
had no where to move to. In
in which to visit until 1962. She
Rochester, the welfare policy is
comparable to other cities, but
said that until that time, it was
the snowballing effect of "being
stated in the NEW YORKER
near ones' friends" has had a
that when night fell in Rochester,
great influence.
the traveling salesman moved on
Despite the fact that our unto Buffalo. What changed the
employment
rate is low, twentyimage?
five per cent of the young male
In 1962, Midtown Plaza opened. Negro population is without
jobs. One third of the non-whites'
Attention was focused on this
annual income is less than threenew concept of shopping. The
thousand dollars.
plaza gained a local and national
reputation. Rochester was beginOur housing is not sufficient
for these people. The Hanover
ning to grow up. We were quoted
as having a "bold, adventure- development is a "catastrophe."
some, progressive and moving" It was built at the wrong time,
wrong place and the wrong decity.
sign.
Then in the summer of 1964,
It has been said by many that
Rochester received not only na- the Negro is no worse off than
tional, but international headany other minority group who
lines. The reason . . . the race
has
suffered in American history.
riots. We were then called the
These people say that assimila"Selma of the North" and "Little
tion will come when the Negroes
Congo." In the newspaper in Nigeria, we were pictured as the prove that they are responsible.
However, there are reasons why
most bigoted and abusive city on
the face of the earth, as headlines
this "logic" is unsuitable. First,
announced that a thousand Ne- the color of their skin proves to
groes had been murdered.
be a definite handicap from the
Mrs. Forsyth continued to tell start. Other immigrants to our
other facts of Rochester. Roch- country were not black; they
were not always identifiable.
ester is considered to be a boom
town . . . we have the highest Secondly, the family structure
which was so vital to other immedium income population in
the state, the lowest unemploy- migrants, has been shattered in
ment percentage in the state, the case of the American Negro.
highest percentage of scientists The strength and power which
with the exception of Wilmington,
an immigrant family received
Delaware and the leading city came from the inner ranks of
for photography and optical ob- the family as a solid structure.
jects. This is our good side.
The Negro has as his heritage,
The Monroe County Peneten- a fractured slavery background
tiary was erected in pre-Civil which has destroyed this bond
War days. It has been quoted as of unity.
being "unfit for animals." Our
Mrs. Forsyth stated that unjail has been a "dungeon" for the
less current trends reverse, the
last twenty-five years.
city will be surrounded by a
Speaking of Rochester's peo- "black belt" with "lily-white
ple, we have a "mixed populasuburbs" surrounding it.
tion." In 1964, there were over
thirty-two thousand "non-whites"
Mrs. Forsyth answered quesliving in our city. This includes
tions
following her lecture. Those
Negroes and Puerto Ricans.
in
attendance
were given insight
Since 1950, the rate of growth
of our non-white population has to their city from a well-qualiquadripled. The reasons were fied sociologist and native Rochgiven: it is known that the non- esterian. In forty-five minutes,
white people have a higher birth
Mrs. Forsyth was able to give
rate, migrant farmers have
an interesting and enlightening
moved to the north and settled
in Rochester, and people who viewpoint of Rochester, the city.

MCC Represented
At N.Y.5.T.A.
James P. Walsh, Dean of Faculty; Eugene E. DuBois, Assistant to the President; and Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Gennarino, Assistant Professor, were among several hundred college educators
attending a conference on higher
education sponsored by the New
York State Teachers Association
in Syracuse on November 3, 4,
and 5.
Theme of the conference was
"Decision Making: A Faculty
Concern." In addition to talks
by authorities from New York,
Washington, Wisconsin, California, and Massachusetts, the
three-day meeting featured panel
discussions and enabled the participants to meet in study sessions. Topics included academic
freedom, faculty evaluation, the
disadvantaged student, the education and re-education of college faculty, teacher education,
inter-institutional
cooperative
programs, and student climate
on the college campus.
Gladys E. Newell, vice-president of the 100,000-member State
Teachers Association, referred
to the conference as "an opportunity for all higher education
personnel in New York State to
explore problems, consider solutions, and share ideas on the future of higher education."
WANTED: Portable television in good condition.
Contact Mr. Jenkins in
Admission Office.
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FROM THE DEPTHS OF INEQUITY

Editorialst

By Joe Janowicz

Greetings fellow students! What you are about to witness is perhaps the most unusual collection of frustrations
from the journalistic world assembled in what one may
call a column. The purpose of this is debatable . . . to inform(?), to entertain(?), to question(?), or maybe to confuse?
Yet the outcome of this column is up to you (that's right,
silly, you!) This is about you and our school.
NOTE TO QUOTE DEPARTMENT

With school now in its ninth week or so, I can downheartedly say that the only interesting fact learned in English has been the immortal inspired comment of Jacques
Barzun, "If there are more trees in the world than there
are leaves on any one tree, then there must be at least two
trees with the same amount of leaves." All right gang, let's
hear it for Jacques. . . .
QUESTION DEPARTMENT

Ever since my arrival at MCC and induction to our
gymnasium ( the CYO), I have been puzzled (and quite mad)
over mens' gym shorts. Our beloved rompers (which are required), are sold at the ridiculous price of $2.00 (plus tax,
Not to long ago at a certain leading sportswear store here
in the great metropolis, the exact same shorts (except for
school name) were being sold for $.50. The question I ask:
Is it true that inflation is 400% more on this side of the
tracks?

\

APOLOGY DEPARTMENT

It's All in Your Values
Well, it l o o k s like the
United States is facing a new
'revolution". As thousands
of housewives boycott their
neighborhood
''chain''
stores, thousands of husbands sit home nodding approvingly.
The reason for the picket
lines is easily explained. The
prices of food essentials
have supposedly increased to
'outrageous" points. Why,
butter and eggs are no longer at the prices where the
average home maker can afford to have them on hand!
So, the women have taken
to the streets . . . with sign
in hand and statistics of
costs on their lips. This is
the newest scene in America.
It seems to me that'this
is nothing but a mere imitation of what students have
been doing for the last two

years. Instead of the cost of
steaks, students have been
objecting to a bloody war in
which thousands of United
States soldiers and thousands more of Vietnamese
have been slaughtered. Instead of bickering about the
cost of inferior margarine to
the cost of butter, students
have been pleading for equal
rights.
Be it not said that I object to these women marching on the stores, on the contrary, it is their right to do
this. What I am objecting to
is the complete approval to
which all Americans are giving to their cause, while
"conscientious o b j e c tors"
are criticized, mocked and
insulted by the "older generation." I guess to the
American adult, the neighborhood m a r k e t deserves

Attendence: Really That Important?
It seems that attendance policies have been on focus recently
by disenchanted students and faculty members alike. The reason
seems to be in irregularly scheduled attendence taking as opposed to a regularly patterned one.
It seems that a number of our "dearly beloved" have a tendency to base their attendence policies on a hit or miss basis. In
other words, if "I choose to take attendence on one day and you're
not there, you've had it." This particular "teacher" likes to "catch"
his students (to revert to high school antics of collecting homework
on some days and other days not to.) The result of this practice is
not an always accurate picture. For instance, a student may be
present every day when attendence is not recorded and absent when
the "teacher" decides to record it.
Naturally, each faculty member will say that it is his own
prerogative to take attendence when and if he wants to. Al
right, it is your right. But the right to base a mark on such a hit
and miss system is not implied.
The answer to a method as stated above . . . either take it
every day (or almost every day) or not take it at all. College students should be treated as such. To revert to high school tactics is
trite. I realize that statistics show that "those students who attend
classes every day receive better marks." But then again, are marks
that important? To miss class because of an interesting conversation
with someone is a legitimate excuse. To miss class to take a walk
and think is a legitimate excuse. It is the student who should have
the right to make a choice as to what is most advantageous to himself.
Note that I have used the word student . . . not all people who
attend classes are students. But if the faculty member has any insight at all, he will recognize a student.
Therefore, to be fair (that word appears so often and is so often
ignored), it may be suggested that each faculty member adjust his
policies on attendence on a pattern which is just to him and the
student.

more attention than war and
civil rights. I guess that
it is alright if people live
in the ghettos as long as
there is a decrease in food
prices.
As we watch these "heroines" in American society
form the lines, it is acknowledged that a new phase in
history is being completed.
Finally, these people have
discovered that they have
the right to express their
opinions.
Yet I wonder if Mario
Savio would be more popular in gingham.

c. c.

LETTERS
Dear Editor:
I want to take this opportunity
to thank Maria Corredino. Donna
Penna, Dick Sadowski, Mary Val
Schwetz and Jean Gavon for
helping make Homecoming Weekend the biggest social success in
the school's history.
Without your help, the Weekend wouldn't have been a success.
Thank You,
Gary Koc
Student Co-ordinator

Study . . .
By Charles Poles
We study and get smarter or
as some say know how "unsmart" we really are underneath
all those books and stuff. We're
here hiding from the chow lines
and that war fought off somewhere over something. We're
here because we want to learn,
but never say it to anyone,
least of all ourselves.
Some of us are prepared
and know it. Some of us aren't
prepared and know it. Most of
us think we're prepared and
aren't. Why? Bad study habits?
Maybe the roommate that likes
to "party" on your time? Some
do the homework the same day
it's given; some even read
ahead. Some make time to study
their notes from their last lecture. Some can study anywhere
and make it. Some don't.
Have you something to say

At this time I would like to point out the fact that my
original assignment had been to cover a meeting held during college hour. Unfortunately, due to a misconduct of
smiling in my local history class, I was required to do
penance at this time. Similar to the time of Henry IV and
Pope Gregory, I was forced to stand barefoot outside my
history prof's office during that college hour. Not only did
I miss the lecture, but at the same time I acquired a foot
cold.
PEYTON PLACE DEPARTMENT
While in the lunchroom the other day not only did I
learn the binomial theorum, the Gettysburg Address and
phone number of the girl next to me, but to my shock I
learned that Mike C. liked Sally H., Sally H. liked Jimmy
D. and Jimmy D. liked Mike C. Say . . . .
INSIDE OUTSIDE INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
Did you know that Werner Swartz chief cook at MCC,
was former head cook at Alcatraz and that for a Thanksgiving special he plans his famous "duck soup" a la carte.
Next issue . . . an exclusive on the librarian.
that will help to get us through?
Do you have some secret scheduled method on how to study and
retain the material? Is there a
way to keep all that time-stopping-data separated from the
other cells? Do you say move,
study (more) or simply start
packing?
Are you suffering from freshman neurosis? Are the books, assignments, notes, conferences,
room numbers, bulletin boards,
research papers, diagrams, and
such getting too much for you?
Do you plan on skipping this lecture and that class? Good—who
cares? Yes, you're right. The
library is packed with—people.
And the cafeteria is packed with
—people. Don't feel bad—some
don't eat or read.

REMEMBER:
PLANS ARE IN THE MAKING
for
PEARL HARBOR DAY
the date of MCC's
1966 Red Cross BLOOD DRIVE
December 7
(Think About It)
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On Campus
Greek News
Theta Upsilon
Never let it be said by anyone
that Theta Upsilon is just another
normal type sorority made up of
normal type sisters. The night
was cold and the air was crisp,
but the coldness was felt by none
of the pledges of T.U. as they
boarded the milk run to Batavia.
It was the beginning of what was
referred to as hell weekend;
long to be remembered by
pledges of four and one half
weeks standing and sisters alike.
Loaded with two cans of beer,
a burlap sack, one sandwich, $5
in change, one half of a bathing
suit (of which the purpose has
been disclosed by no one), a bag
of marshmellows, and unadulterated fear, the pledges advanced
from their train ride to an obstacle course, 9 pounds of spaghetti (cooked in one heap for
two hours), a bonfire, and finally relief to have that night over.
Saturday was called an overnight where laughter prevailed
and music was incorporated
often. Sleep was almost unheard
of. The night speaks for itself.
Crescent Beach was the scene
for Sunday night.The sisters
were treated to dinner by the
sorority. The sorority quilt, made
of blue and white felt, was presented to the sisters as was the
pledge scrap book. Mrs. Morton,
Theta Upsilon's advisor, will be
able to give a favorable report
on the impressiveness of the
formal dinner and ceremonies
which followed.
THROUGH OUR UPS AND
D O W N S , THETA UPSILON
WILL STRING ALONG WITH
YOYO!!!!
Many thanks to L.K. and a
very warm welcome to our new
sisters. We are confident that
they will live up to our expectations.
Gamma Chi
On the night of Saturday, October 29th, the fall pledge class
of 1966 was inducted into Gamma
Chi fraternity. The 17 new
brothers celebrated the end of
their pledging at a party given
by the older brothers at Marasco
Bowl. Both the pledges and the
pledge committee would like to
thank those people who made
this class what it is (?).
Miss Paula Gunia, the Gamma
Chi representative, was selected
as the 'Homecoming Queen' for
1966. A very warm thank you has
been extended from the queen
and the fraternity.
The 'Magnificent Mighty Men'
(?) and 'Kappa Theta Gamma (?) came together on the
football field during the Homecoming weekend on Sunday, October 23rd, at Corbett's Glen.
In a violent and ferocious game,
the Gamma Chi (MMM) overcame the defense of Kappa Theta
Gamma in the last 20 seconds of
play. A courteous thank you is
extended to President Sadowski
for the exhibition of his fraternity's football proficiency (FFP).
Kappa Theta Gamma News
Homecoming weekend was well
attended by the brothers of Kappa Theta Gamma Fraternity. Besides attending the movies on
Friday, all of the brothers met
later at the "Aloha." On Saturday night, the formal held at the
Sheraton ballroom was followed
by a party held at Gary Hopwood's cabin. The homecoming
festivities on Sunday afternoon
at Corbett's Glen were highlighted by a football game played
between Gamma Chi and Kappa
Theta Gamma. There was much
excitement and a good showing
by both fraternities. The first
half of the game proved to be an
endless battle for ground as the
score at the end was 0-0. However in the second half Kappa
Theta Gamma scored a touchdown, but to no avail since the
referee called "off-sides." When
just about all hope was gone for
3 victory by either team, Gamma
Chi scored in the last 20 seconds
°f the game. The brothers of

Kappa Theta Gamma would like
to say that even though we lost
the game and a keg of beer, we
think that it was a good, fair,
and clean game to be enjoyed
by all.
In answer to popular demand,
Kappa Theta Gamma has accepted Theta Kappa Chi's challenge to a football game.
On October 28th the brothers
of Kappa Theta Gamma enjoyed
the fall weather at a cabin party
held in Mendon Ponds Park. The
cabin party was followed with
a hayride at nearby Clover Riding Stables. A good time was had
by all the members and their
dates.

Club News
CHESS CLUB

For those of you who attended
MCC last year, it should be easy
to recall that at certain times of
the day there were clusters of
people peaking over heads in
the cafeteria. The reason . . . a
chess game was in progress.
As a result of this interest, a
Chess Club was formed at MCC.
We are now recruiting members
for this year. The only qualification is an interest in the game
of chess.
A meeting will be held soon.
For further information, contact
either Adam Urbanski or Andry
Bilyk by mailfolder.
Karate Club
Miss Cobb is still instructing
girls in the art of Karate with
great success. On Wednesday at
the C.Y.O. from 8:30 p.m. to
10 p.m. the Karate Club meets.
If you have not gone, and you
are not sore, you would enjoy
yourself, so this is the week to
watch, and you will never miss
it again!
Hockey Team News

The MCC Hockey Team
started its season on Monday, O c t o b e r 31, at RIT
arena. The team members
are confident that they can
better their previous .500
season. This season, the
team is looking forward to
playing such local colleges
as St. John Fisher, RIT, and
Brockport. Later on the team
may go on the road to play
such teams as Canton Tech
and Buffalo. A game has
been arranged with Brockport State for Wednesday,
November 16 at 10:30 in the
RIT arena. In order to attract
people to the game, the
team will give a keg of beer
to the-organization with the
best attendence.
The Hockey Team has a
great desire to bring organized hockey to MCC. The
skaters have been practicing
very hard at the RIT arena.
Several times, they have
been on the ice until 12:30
in the morning.
The organization is quite
happy with the progress being made by the first line,
consisting of Bob Hartleben,
J o h n Caldwell, a n d Jim
Plouffe, the goalie, Ron
Cameron, and the defensive
unit, Dennis Graham, Dave
Gotham, and George Owen.
One of the better skaters,
Billy Glenville, is expected
to be back on skates in about
two weeks, after recovering
from an injury suffered on
the soccer field.
A good coach, good skaters, and enough ice time are
pre-requisites- for a good
hockey team. The most important factor though, is support of the school. If the
students of MCC would support the team, not by giving money, but by merely attending some of the games,
hockey will succeed at MCC.

REVIEW: "THE
DEVIL'S WANTON"
By Jan Julkerski
Wednesday evening, October
26, MCC was host to a stimulating, splendid Swedish film directed by Ingmar Bergman.
"The Devil's Wanton" drew an
appreciative crowd enough to
practically fill the auditorium.
All went for reasons other than
entertainment; some to report
for an English class, some interested because previous announcements had stated the film concerned a prostitute and a group
of actors, etc. But despite the
reason for attending, each left
with questions concerning the
soul, life and its meaning. Thus,
to our satisfaction, the movie
proved to be more symbolic and
deeper than expected.
This movie began with a movie
director in Stockholm being visited by a friend with the object
of suggesting an idea for a movie.
The friend wants him to produce
a story concerning the devil ruling the world and life going on
just as if there were still a God.
While the actors thought his idea
a little unnatural and probably
unbalanced, they did consider it.
At this point the movie appears
to contain a movie within itself,
just as if simultaneously in life
all this was already occurring.
Following this scene, it was up
to the audience to decide which
was the actual story and which
was the movie within the movie.
The scenes to follow were sad.
humorous and symbolic as Bergman created a movie stimulating
enough to make one question
what had been accepted as
truths.
One enjoyable scene occurred
when Thomas, the actor who left
his wife to live with Brigitta the
prostitute, showed her his silent,
slapstick films he had played
as a child. We see the two of
them in their attic hideaway,
happy as innocent children, and
we begin to understand the two.
Brigitta was always misused by
her 'boyfriend,' Peter, who took
the profits of her "employment
and who had killed her illegitimate baby because he 'loved
and wanted the best for her.'
At the boardinghouse she saw
two young people who were expecting an unplanned child, yet
their love for each other was
shown. It was here that she
finally realized that she had been
used and cheated out of her
motherhood.

Jerome Baiter at MCC
Jerome Baiter, Liberal Candidate for Congress, presented his platform and opinions to Monroe Community
College on October 26. Speaking before an again small MCC
audience, Mr. Baiter reviewed his beliefs and expressed his
feelings on major topics in the nation and world today.
Mr. Baiter said that his main point was peace at home
and peace in the world. Dealing with domestic problems,
he stated that there is a strong possibility that violence
might erupt at any time due to the incapability of our
present government. The reasons for the riots as experienced in our very own city can be easily seen. First, the
education standards are kept low and thus salaries are kept
low for the Negro. The old schemes of education are not
satisfactory for today's modern world. The Negro child is
being kept in the slum school, while the white child attends
classes in up to date well-equipped buildings. The concept
of the neighborhood school provides the background for
lack of communication between the races. Mr. Baiter set
forth the "pie-wedged" theory which has been recommended
by other people dealing with civil rights. The segregated
school perpetuates the myth of white superiority. The division provides the inhibition of acceptence between the
two racial groups. Mr. Baiter believes in integration of
school being a reality, not just an oration of promises by
legislators.
Mr. Baiter focused most of his lecture pn the topic of
Viet Nam. Tracing the history of the small nation and directing remarks on the United States unlawfulness in being
there, he concluded that we must "get out". Mr. Baiter
stated that every act performed by the U.S. has been a
violation of law since the breaking of the Geneva promise.
According to Mr. Baiter, the bombing intensifies opposition of the enemy and thus provides no intrinsic value
to the American or Vietnamese.
Before his lecture, Mr. Baiter distributed pamphlets
which outlined his platform. On- the back of one such
pamphlet was pictured himself, Mr. Feder (another Liberal
running for Congress), Robert Kennedy and U. Thant. According to the message, these men have the same viewpoints concerning the Viet Nam War which called for the
end of the bombing and the use of the United Nations
as the means to provide the solution to the conflict.
His lecture was followed by the answering of questions
pertinent to his platform. Here students who had their own
opinions were able to express them by asking questions
relative to their point of view.
Mr. Baiter's appearance at MCC was sponsored by the
Civic Affairs Association.

Symbolism was a method Bergman used effectively. An example occurred when Thomas,
the actor who loved Brigitta, had
learned of her baby's murder,
and found himself walking along
a pier. On it laid a tiny dead
bird, so frail and once so full
of life. Here he gently nudges
the body into the water and it
is gone. The comparison and
symbolism were obvious and
moving.
Also used in "The Devil" were
mystic, symbolic dreams that
haunted Brigitta. In one such
dream, Peter takes a baby from
a bath tub, and while he proceeds to break it, it became a
fish. He returned the ugly squirming thing to the tub of water.
Compared to Birgitta's committing suicide, this scene was, however lovely.
In the final scene, we see
Thomas returning to his wife,
and we think this is the end.
But to our surprise, someone
shouts "Cut!" and the two walk
off a movie set, finished for the
day. Thus we are left to decide
which was the movie within
"Devil" and which wasn't. Most
of us, I'm sure, went home with
questions.

If you're concerned
about the
.var in Viet Lara -

do sometliing
about

it.

Give your blood
December 7, 1966
"Pearl Harbor Day"
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SOCCER IN REVIEW

MONROE

Athlete of the Week

TRIBUNES DOWN AND UP IN SOCCER

First Loss in Two Seasons
Oct. 19, 1966

After two years, Auburn finally found a way to beat
Tribunes. They double-teamed both Guy Bonfiglio and Andre Sluk for most of the game and had the gift of a poor
decision on the part of the officials.
This game was a Tribune first in many ways. It was
the first time that they had played under the lights, it
was their first taste of bad weather this year, and most of
all their first lost. The worst that was expected of them
was to come away with a tie game. Auburn will have to play
our Tribunes again. The final score of this game was 3-2.
Don Behner scored the only two Tribune goals.
HOMECOMING . . . MCC 6; Mohawk Valley 1
Oct. 22, 1966

*

*

•

*

*

•

Oct. 25, 1966

For the fourth time in a two year span the Golden
Eagles of Brockport fell prey to the Tribunes. As usual Guy
Bonfiglio and Andre Sluk did most of the scoring with two
goals apiece with the odd goal going to Tom Swain. Sluk
opened the scoring at 4:14 of the first period but Mark
Mulford of Brockport tied it up. Bonfiglio scored the first
of his two goals in the third period to break the tie. MCC
then scored three goals in the space of five minutes to run
away with the game. Tom Swain scored the third Tribune
goal followed by Sluk and Bonfiglio. Guys' last goal was a
penalty kick. It was the fifth straight penalty kick he has
scored this year.

Women's Sports
By Judy Bishop
Intramural Volleyball is still
climbing the ladder in spirit.
Every Wednesday the six teams
clash, playing at least four games
before the night is over. Each
team constantly awaits its chance
to play the leaders. The "WE"
team is in the lead after four
weeks. The standing thus far is:
Teams
Wins Losses
12
"WE Team"
0
2. "BRUISERS"
9
4
3. •RAWLINGS"
4
8
4
4. "PLAYGIRLS"
8
5. "RAIDERS"
3
10
1
11
6. "MONKEYS"
Wednesday, October 26, the
final cut for the Intercollegiate
Volleyball Team was made. Mrs.
Michalec is coaching this team
and hopes for many victories.
The seventeen players named to
this team are:
1. Judy Bishop
2. Dottye Bowman
3. Cheryl Calice
4. Judy Cassada
5. Sue Chandler
6. Ann Chesterton
7. Arlene Gaudieri
8. Doreen Greule
9. Sue Kearns
10. Bev Kuhn
11. Kathy McElligott
12. Barb Monsa
13. Marlene Natoli
14. Pat Pestle
15. Jeanette Thompson
16. Barb White
17. Nancy Griggin
The team will test their skills
in their first intercollegiate game
against the University of Rochester, December 3rd, at the U
or R gym. Why not come out and
cheer your team to victory!
1.

Intercollegiate Swim Team
The Women's Intercollegiate
Swim Team organized on Wednesday, October 26. For those of
you who missed this meeting,
come to practice Monday night at
the Y.W.C.A. from 9 p.m. to
10 p.m. Miss Cappon will coach

the team. Most members of the
team already respect her swimming knowledge.
The team members are constantly working up to the State
Swim Meet which will be held at
Cornell University in March,
1967. Last year, M.C.C.'s team
placed fourth which surprised
many colleges. With one year's
experience, the team hopes to
shock even more colleges and
place higher in the State Meet.
The first meet, however, will
be against the University of
Rochester, December 10th, at
the U of R Pool. Why don't you
come and cheer your team
towards bringing M.C.C. more
honor? Be at the U of R pool
at 1:30 p.m., December 10th!

THE CELTICS
The Boston Celtics have completely dominated the National
Basketball Association for the
past ten years. It also appears
that they might just continue to
lead the NBA for another ten.
Arnold "Red" Auerbach, who
was a combination general manager-coach for t he perennial
champs, resigned as the coach
at the close of the 1965-66 season.
Mr. Auerbach now devotes fuil
time to the duties of general
manager.
Auerbach's first move was to
deal off his second-string center,
Mel Counts, for a guy named
Bailey Howell. Now we all know
kiddies that Mel Counts happens
to be an over-grown klutz in
sneakers, while Bailey Howell
happens to be one of the best
cornermen that the short-pantsand-sneakers league has ever
seen. We also know that the Celtic's one weakness, if you can
call it a weakness, was a lack
of a big, strong cornerman to
replace retired Tom Heinsohn.
Now they have their muchneeded replacement.
With the trading of Counts for

Conlefs Comments
A vast number of opinions have pointed to poor officiating being
the reason for our soccer team suffering their first loss in two
years. It was said that during the game officials overlooked at least
three hand balls, which resolve into free penalty kicks by the opposing Auburn defense. The worst call of the game cost the Tribunes
at least a tie. With the score tied 2-2, a hard shot was directed
toward the MCC goal. Our goalie made a gallant effort to stop the
shot and did. He caught the ball and fell to the ground. The ball
got away and headed for the goal as our goalie dove on it. The
announcer at the game said over the speaker that it was a goal
while the official, nowhere near the actual play, signaled NO GOAL.
After our goalie had taken a couple of steps with the ball the
referee reversed his decision. The Tribunes were so startled that
they never recovered and lost 3-2.
*

•

*

Coach Monagan has started Basketball Tryouts for the selection
of young men that will wear the Black & Gold for MCC this year.
The coach has a few prospects in mind for his final team but won't
pass judgment until his final day for "cutting" down the squad.

GUY BONFIGLIO

Combinations of goals and assists by Bonfiglio, Sluk,
Swain(s), Wheeler and Urbanski spelled defeat for Mohawk
Valley. This was a pleasant victory for the Tribunes after
a loss last game. The Tribunes gave the homecoming spectators something to cheer about as they completely dominated play throughout the game. They "toyed" with Mohawk
by using most of their reserves during the later part of the
game. This was the Tribunes 22 win in 23 starts.
Brockport Again . . . MCC 5; Brockport 1

November 9, 1966

DOCTRINE

5' 8", 145 lbs., born in Italy,
Guy graduated from Jefferson
High School in June of 1965. Guy
led them to fourth and second
place finishes during his last two
years. In both years Jeff was
in contention for both second and
first place finishes.
In 1964 Guy and his team
mates received a stroke of bad
luck. The season ended with
three teams tied for second place.
Jeff had tied for second by beating a mediocre team. On the following day they had to play
Franklin for sole possession of
second place. With Franklin
leading 1-0, on a chilly Friday at
East High School, Guy sent a
pass to his breaking Right-Inside
and the score became and stayed
tied 1-1. After a s c o r e l e s s
DOUBLE OVERTIME Franklin
was awarded the game on the
number of shots on goal. They
had one shot in ten minutes to
Jeffs none. Having no rest Guy
and his team mates played for
the third day in a row, against
a well rested Marshall team, who
beat them out for third place by
a mere goal and a poor referee's
decision.
The following year Guy and his
Statesmen went undefeated until
the last game of the season.
They were again beaten by the
Franklin Quakers. Worst was yet
to come because these same two
teams clashed in the Section V
Finals and once again Jeff lost.
Guys' luck took a turn for the
good when he came to play at
Monroe Community. He fitted the
Right-Inside position like a glove
would fit a person's hand. His
undying hustle saved many goals
from entering the Tribunes nets.
Most of all he scored on numerous occasions when it was needed
most. These contributions led
Guy to the All-Regional and AilAmerican teams.
This year Guy has been moved
into the Center-Forward slot vacated by Roman Kucil. He has
thus far scored a total of 22
points with 14 goals and 8 assists.
His biggest productive game has
been against Brockport in which
he scored two goals and added
three assists, while receiving
five stiches to close a gap in his
upper lip.
If Guy keeps up the pace he
is setting Coach Mancarella and
his Tribunes are destined for
another N.J.C.A.A. Championship.
Howell, Auerbach now had to
find a center to back up what's
his name. You know who I mean,
that guy who puts his hand over
the basket, that same guy who
jams basketballs down the
throats of the opposition. Oh
well, that's another story. All
that Mr. Auerbach did was to
talk Wayne Embry out of retirement. Yes, you all remember
Wayne Embry. He was just the
number one center for the Royals
and the number three center in
the league behind what's his
name and one other guy. That
other guy seems to score every
so often, too.
With these additions the Celtics roster reads like the Who's
Who of Basketball. Along with

Our hometown Rochester Americans don't seem as if they are
interested in taking the Calder Cup for a record tying third time.
They have lost three of their first four games to date. The last loss
being a 4-3 set-back at the hands of their arch rivals the Quebec
Aces. The Aces are coached this year by old Phil "put-my-foot-in-mymouth" Watson. Watson is bragging about his new "Kid" line called
the "Flying Frenchmen". It consists of Bob Rivard, Andre LaCroix,
and Yvon LaCoste. These men may not score much on the road. Mr.
Crozier and his Amersk may be in for quite a surprise when they
play Quebec in Quebec.
FORGOTTEN PRAISES: Our Cheerleaders! What cheerleaders?
Oh, you mean the girls that jump around the field or the court more
than the players. Some of us actually don't realize that our girls
and young ladies consider this activity a sport. No recognition is
given to them nor are they remembered if the team wins a championship. Yet these young ladies have to keep the spirit of the spectators and the players to a winning capacity at all times. Whether
the team is winning or losing or no matter what kind of day it is
they are out there shouting their lungs out. Let all of us remember
that it's not just the players on the field or the court that are out
there trying to win, it's your bench and your wonderfully spirited
cheerleaders also. Let's make them feel as though they are part of
the team.

CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM SCORES
VICTORY
C o a c h Darvin Pegelow
witnessed a new milestone
in his cross-country coaching
career—two victories in the
same season. Prior to the
1966 season his squads have
managed to capture only one
win per season.* Led by Bill
Eld, who has been shattering
track marks throughout the
state the past two years, the
Tribune t r a c k m e n conquered Niagara CC 20-35 to
register their second win.
Earlier in the year they outran New York Tech. Eld has
been the leader for the
Tribunes in every meet he
has run in the past two seasons. In the Niagara meet he
finished more than two minutes ahead of his nearest
challenger. Current members
of the squad are: Eld, John
Eygabroat, Tom Connelly,
Bill Norway and Dan VanValkenburg.
*Pegelow stated that the
poor showing by our team
is due to the fact that many
top high school runners
would not try out the team
this year.
newcomers Howell and Embry
the Celts have player-coach Bill
Russell (Oh yes, that's his name),
John Havlicek, Don Nelson, Tom
Sanders, Larry Siegfried, Sam
Jones, and K. C. Jones, plus fine
rookies in Ron Watts, Jim Barnett and Toby Kimball.
Why, if this team loses a
game, there should be a congressional investigation. Well, they
should at least give a saliva test
to the opposition. What the
N.B.A. should really do is send
Boston's second stringers to the
Western Division, so that the
Celtics will have some competition come playoff time.
Yes, it looks like another long,
long year for Boston's rivals in
the N.B.A. As a matter of fact,
it looks like a start of another
long, long ten year too.

MCC Golf Team
Despite the cold weather
and strong competition of
four-year schools, the MCC
linksmen compiled an impressive Fall season record.
Coached by John Trevisan,
the team consisted of Terry
Farrington, Gary Holthus,
Juan Gutierrez, Ron Waeghe, Alan Martin, and Paul
Curtis. The strongest competition was supplied by St.
John Fisher. The MCC golfers established a two and
three record. MCC downed
RIT and St. Bonaventure,
losing twice to the mighty
Fisher and once to St. Bonnie.
Terry Farrington was a
consistent middle to high
seventy shooter for the majority of the Tribune matches. Gary H o l t h u s , Ron
Waeghe, and Juan Gutierrez
formed the real backbone of
the team. Al Martin and Paul
Curtis completed the lineup
with fine performances in
their respective positions.
Gary Holthus, the MCC
golfer-bowler, has completed
' ' t w o enjoyable seasons"
with the MCC linksmen.
Gary finished strong with an
80 and a 6-5 victory over his
RIT foe. Gary will transfer
to Kent State University in
the Spring.

BOWLING
INTRAMURALS
Bowling Intramurals will start
in November. The teams, made
up of two players, will compete
at the Moose Club.
This year Mrs. Scheurman is
looking for strong bowlers to
form an Intercollegiate Bowling
Team which will regularly compete against many area colleges.
If you wish to join this team,
contact Mrs. Scheurman as soon
as possible.

